A Hybrid Deep Learning Scheme for Multi-Channel Sleep Stage Classification
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Abstract: Sleep stage classification plays a significant role in the accurate diagnosis and treatment of sleep-related diseases. This study aims to develop an efficient deep learning based scheme for correctly identifying sleep stages using multi-biological signals such as electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyogram (EMG), and electrooculogram (EOG). Most of the prior studies in sleep stage classification focus on hand-crafted feature extraction methods. Traditional hand-crafted feature extraction methods choose features manually from raw data, which is tedious, and these features are limited in their ability to balance efficiency and accuracy. Moreover, most of the existing works on sleep staging are either single channel (a single-lead EEG may not contain enough information) or only EEG signal based which cannot reveal more complicated physical features for reliable classification of various sleep stages. This study proposes an approach to combine Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) that can discover hidden features from multi-biological signal data to recognize the different sleep stages efficiently. In the proposed scheme, the CNN is designed to extract concealed features from the multi-biological signals, and the GRU is employed to automatically learn the transition rules among different sleep stages. After that, the softmax layers are used to classify various sleep stages. The proposed method was tested on two publicly available databases: Sleep Heart Health Study (SHHS) and St. Vincent’s University Hospital/University College Dublin Sleep Apnoea (UCDDB). The experimental results reveal that the proposed model yields better performance compared to state-of-the-art works. Our proposed scheme will assist in building a new system to deal with multi-channel or multi-modal signal processing tasks in various applications.
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1 Introduction
Sleep plays a fundamental biological requirement in human health and its quality can impact both mental, and physical fitness. A sufficient good quality sleep at night can enhance the learning ability and performance of a person. Inadequate or a lack of proper sleep increases the
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occurrence of various sleep-related diseases and disorders, such as Insomnia, Snoring, Obstructive Sleep Apnoea, Sleep Hypoventilation, Bruxism, and Narcolepsy [1–4]. Sleep disorders may also contribute to other health conditions, including diabetes, obesity, mental health problems, cardiovascular disease and cognitive function [5]. Therefore, there is an urgent demand for accurate and efficient automatic sleep staging to improve sleep evaluation for the diagnosis of sleep disorders.

Sleep stage classification has been used to better understand sleep and sleep-related disorders in past years. Polysomnography (PSG) is a practical approach to analyse sleep patterns and sleep-related disorders. PSG consist of multiple bio-signals, such as the electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG), electromyography (EMG), and electrooculogram (EOG) of a patient asleep over an entire night [6]. Subsequently, each short period of 30 s is called epochs, and is categorized into different sleep stages. Typically, sleep stages are scored visually by trained sleep technicians based on the sleep guidelines of Rechtschaffen and Kales (R&K) [6] and the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) [7] for the PSG records collected overnight. According to the R&K criteria, the periods of sleep are divided into six different stages: wake (W), rapid eye movement (REM), stages 1–4 (S1, S2, S3 and S4). In the AASM criteria, S3 and S4 are combined as a slow-wave sleep (SWS) stage as there is no apparent difference between S3 and S4 [8]. This paper is designed to develop an automatic computer-aided method for efficient classification of sleep stages from PSG because physicians or clinicians visually examine PSG recordings to diagnose sleep problems and because these methods are time-consuming, burdensome, and subject to human error, decision-making reliability is reduced.

In recent years, numerous studies have been conducted on sleep stage classification. Most studies have used a single EEG channel data. However, a single-lead EEG cannot contain sufficient information for all categories of sleep stages for proper diagnosis of sleep disorders as a single channel cannot provide all necessary information of various categories of sleep stages. Multi-category bio-signals can reveal more significant physical features than a single-channel data for efficient classification of different sleep stages. Hence, this study intends to use multi-biological signal data for the reliable classification of sleep stages. Most of the existing approaches of sleep stage classification on both single EEG channel data and multi-modal signal data are based on hand-crafted feature extraction methods (commonly chosen to suit the researcher’s expertise). These traditional methods extract hand-engineered features through time-domain, frequency-domain, and time-frequency analysis, then concatenate these features into feature vectors and feed the feature vectors into vector-based classifiers such as support vector machine (SVM), decision tree, and random forest. For instance, in the multi-stage sleep classification, the applied handcrafted feature extraction methods are time-frequency distributions [9], graph theory [10,11], wavelet transform [12], signal modeling [13], improved model based essence features [14] and traditional machine learning techniques are support vector machine [15], ensemble learning based classifiers [16], random under sampling boosting [17], and discriminant analysis [18], etc. The hand-crafted feature extraction-based machine method cannot extract the deeply concealed characteristics from the signals using traditional machine learning methods because of its shallow architectures. Due to their single-layer construction, traditional machine learning methods cannot efficiently classify sleep stages from deep hidden layers.

Recently a small number of research works have been performed on the sleep stage classification using deep learning algorithms. Deep learning algorithms used on sleep stage classifications are increasingly popular due to automatically generating features at multiple layers. In the deep learning networks, the raw sleep bio-signals are fed into well-designed neural networks to extract features and stage classifications. Huy and Navin used a joint classification-and-prediction model...
based on CNN applied on sleep stages classification using multi-channel signals [19]. The authors in [20] developed a deep convolutional network model using neurophysiological signals for automatic sleep stage classification. Sors and Bonnet designed a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) for sleep stages classification using raw single-channel EEG and reported a 0.87 accuracy [21]. Zhang and Xu proposed a multi-model integration model based on a deep neural network using multi-channel signals as input [22]. Reference [23] used a deep learning model based on CNNs and Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for automatic sleep classification with a good performance. Zhang et al. [24] designed a novel deep learning model based on CNNs named fast discriminative complex-valued convolutional neural network (FDCCNN). The FD-CNN method combines a Fisher criterion and complex-valued backpropagation that improved any adverse effects of imbalance database and learning features. Furthermore, several state-of-the-art papers have made an essential contribution on dimensionality, reduction and signal decomposition methods which can improve the model performance. Sadiq et al. [25] proposed a framework that is explored by several combinations of the variational mode decomposition, multi-domain features obtained with linear regression, and cascade-forward neural network. This framework reports a 99.6% accuracy for subject-specific for motor imagery EEG tasks classification. This framework reports a 99.6% accuracy for subject-specific for motor imagery EEG tasks classification. The authors in [26] compare empirical wavelet transform combined with Principal component analysis, independent component analysis, linear discriminant analysis, and neighborhood component analysis methods that building a decoding approach on brain signals, which reports a great performance on increase the classification outcome of different imagery EEG signals by the selection of efficient features. Most of the existing deep learning-based schemes have only used one deep learning method for extracting and classifying features using EEG signal data. However, they did not consider any method for feature learning which would be essential to discover significant features for efficient classification. The methods are also limited in their ability to maintain a balance between efficiency and accuracy.

Hence this study introduces a new deep learning design combining CNN and RNN to acquire deep informative features from multiple biological signals (e.g., EEG, ECG, EMG, EOG) to efficiently classify multiple sleep stages. The CNN method is considered in this study as CNNs can extract high-level edge information directly related to the input features. RNNs can be trained to learn long-term dependencies such as transition rules that help sleep experts identify the following possible sleep stages from a sequence of PSG epochs. There are three types of RNN: ‘Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)’, ‘Vanilla RNN’ and ‘Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)’. This study considers GRU with the CNN model because GRU has fewer training parameters and high-performance generating ability and can eliminate the risk of vanishing gradient problems. In the proposed scheme, firstly, the CNN is designed to extract hidden important features from deep layers of EEG, ECG, EMG, and EOG signals, and then the extracted features are learned by GRU. Finally, the softmax classifier is applied to identify the various categories of sleep stages. The proposed approach is evaluated on two Sleep EEG databases.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of two databases that are used in this study. Subsequently, this section presents the description of the proposed methods. Section 3 provides experimental results with their corresponding discussions, and Section 4 discusses the finding of the study and the conclusion is found in Section 5.
2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Database

In this study, we used two public databases: St. Vincent’s University Hospital/University College Dublin Sleep Apnoea (UCDDB) [27]; Sleep Heart Health Study (SHHS) [28]; A brief description of these databases are provided below:

2.1.1 UCDDB Database

The UCDDB includes the complete overnight PSG recording of 25 patients. In the experimental setup of this study, we considered one EEG signal (C4A1) with a sample rate of 128 Hz, two EOG signals with a sample rate of 64 Hz, and one EMG signal with a sample rate of 64 Hz. All sleep stages were scored following the R&K [3] rules. For this study, we used five sleep stages: Wake, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, REM, removing the artifact, and the indeterminate stage. We merged stage 3 and stage 4 into stage 3.

2.1.2 SHHS Database

The SHHS is a multi-center cohort study that determines the consequences of sleep-disordered breathing. This study consists of two databases: SHHS1; SHHS2. In this study, we used SHHS1 in this study. Each PSG recording was chosen with one EEG signal (C4A1) with a sample rate of 125 Hz, two EOG signals (EOGL and EOGR) with a sample rate of 50 Hz, and one EMG signal with a sample rate of 125 Hz. The annotation file scored by one expert was staged according to the R&K rules.

For this database, we also considered five sleep stages: Wake, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, REM, combing stage 3 and stage 4 into stage 3 as with a like as UCDDB database. We randomly selected 50, 70, 90, and 700 PSG recordings from the SHHS1 database in this study. We did not consider all the recordings of PSG due to time complexity. Tab. 1 presents some epochs for several subject groups from the two databases used in this research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>REM</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UCDDB</td>
<td>4707</td>
<td>3403</td>
<td>6985</td>
<td>2663</td>
<td>3016</td>
<td>20774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS 1–50</td>
<td>16321</td>
<td>2226</td>
<td>20878</td>
<td>7024</td>
<td>6688</td>
<td>53137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS 1–70</td>
<td>22676</td>
<td>2940</td>
<td>29014</td>
<td>10089</td>
<td>9550</td>
<td>74269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS 1–90</td>
<td>29370</td>
<td>3579</td>
<td>37657</td>
<td>13087</td>
<td>11952</td>
<td>95645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS 1–700</td>
<td>209100</td>
<td>36069</td>
<td>278282</td>
<td>91476</td>
<td>102956</td>
<td>717883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology involves three main phases: data pre-processing; model design for feature extraction and feature learning; classification, and performance evaluation. Fig. 1 illustrates an architecture of the proposed plan for efficient identification of sleep stage from multi biological signal data.

In the pre-processing phase, we created a new data stream using multi biological signals: EEG, EOG, and EMG. We designed a seven-layer deep learning method using CNN with GRU for deep feature extraction and feature learning from the new data stream in the next phase. After
that, we identified different sleep stages using the softmax classifier model. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the proposed scheme and made a decision based on the results.

**Figure 1:** A structure of the proposed methodology for automatic classification of sleep stages from multi-channel biosignals

2.2.1 Pre-processing: Create a New Data Stream Using Four Channel Signals of EEG, EOG, and EMG

This section plans to create a new data stream, re-arranging the multi-channel biological signals into one data platform. This plan aims to use multi-channel signals to discover more significant information that can be used as the input of the proposed model for efficient sleep stage classification. Furthermore, the new data stream can save model training time in the experiments. Therefore, we can extract the data of the same epoch from different channels and then put them in one frame as a new data stream using independent input data. In this study, we used two databases: UCDDB and SHHS, and both have four independent channel signals: two EOG channels (EOGL, EOGR), one EMG, and one EEG. We concatenate all the epochs at the same time instance from all channels as a new epoch in the new data stream (for example: concatenating the first epoch in EOGL, the first epoch in EOGR, the first epoch in EMG, and the first epoch in EEG as the first epoch in the new data stream). Fig. 2 shows a clear picture on how the new data stream is formed.

Suppose, EEG signal,

\[ A = [a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n] \] (1)
Here $a_1$ represents the first epoch in the EEG signal, $n$ represents the number of epochs.

Similarly, in relation to the EOGL signal:

$$B = [b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n]$$

EOGR signal:

$$C = [c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n]$$

EMG signal:

$$D = [d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n],$$

where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$; $+$ is the concatenation operation.

According to equations Eq. (1), Eq. (2), Eq. (3), Eq. (4), and Eq. (5), the new data $X$ can be represented as:

$$x_i = a_i + b_i + c_i + d_i,$$

$$X = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n]$$

In this study, we consider one 30 s epoch for both databases. In the UCDDB database, each epoch contains 9600 samples, and in the SHHS1 database, each epoch has 10500 samples. We first rearrange data from each epoch in EEG, EOGL, EOGR, and EMG as one input in the proposed model shown in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3: An overview architecture of the model](image)

### 2.2.2 A Design for Extracting and Learning Deep Features from the New Data Stream

In this section, we present a structure of deep learning methods that can extract deeply hidden features from the new data stream and use the extracted features for the efficient classification of sleep stages. For this purpose, we develop a hybrid deep learning model combing CNN and GRU in this study. CNN is a kind of artificial neural network that can effectively process high-dimensional data [29]. A CNN model usually includes an input layer, multiple hidden layers, and an output layer. One hidden layer consists of a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, a fully connected layer, and a softmax function. The convolutional layer is an essential part of a CNN. The learnable filters (kernels) and biases are calculated with several feature maps in each convolutional layer. These filters are small but are spread through every element in feature maps. When the input feature maps operate in convolutional layers, a new 2-dimension map is produced.
after the filter spreads across input feature maps.

\[
Output = \left( \sum_i w_i x_i + b \right)
\]  

(7)

As shown in equation Eq. (7), every input feature map for an epoch was calculated in convolutional layers \((i = 1, 2, ..., n)\) where \(x_i\) is the \(i\)-th input epoch, \(w_i\) represents the \(i\)-th weight matrices, and \(b\) denotes the bias matrices. In \(w_i\), the filter size can decide the number of elements in the feature map as input in the convolutional layer. The CNN module uses local connection and shared weights to extract local features data and obtain effective representation through the convolution and pooling layers. In this study, the input into the convolutional layer consists of four epochs, one original epoch concatenated with two preceding epochs and one following epoch. This study was inspired by the work done by Sors et al. [21].

After the feature extraction by the CNN model, we use GRU to learn sequential trends of the multi signals epochs because the sleep scoring depends on the time duration of the wave shapes and the transition sequence of the wave patterns. A GRU is a gating mechanism in RNN similar to a long short-term memory (LSTM) unit. GRUs can solve the vanishing gradient problem by using an update gate and a reset gate [30]. The GRU can enable recurrent units to detect different time scales on time-domain, similar to the LSTM [31]. There are only two gates in GRU: update gate and reset gate. However, GRUs provide better performance than conventional RNNs. GRU also performs better for fewer input data training, as it has fewer parameters than LSTM. GRU has fewer tensor operations that lead to its faster computation speed than LSTM [31]. The GRU module aims to capture the long-term dependency, and the GRU module can learn helpful information in the historical data for an extended period through the memory cell. The unusable information will be forgotten by the forget gate [32]. In this study, the obtained feature set is used in GRU as input to learning features, and the outputs of all these gated recurrent units relate to the fully connected layer (FC). When a neural network is trained, this feature vector is used for classification. The FC layer also is used as an encoded vector. During our experiment, the FC layer is used for determining the loss and training of the neural network.

The architecture of the CNN and GRU based model is presented in Fig. 3. The proposed model consists of two parts, as shown in Fig. 3. The first part includes four convolutional layers with a leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU) [33], with a negative slope of 0.1. We apply a gated recurrent unit and a softmax activation in part two. We employ a recurrent neural network unit, which is inspired by the architecture of DeepSleepNet [34], after the convolutional layers. The GRU has been shown to have a better performance on specific smaller datasets [35]. The description of the size of the layers, the stride size, and the GRU size are found in Fig. 3. This study constructed a seven-layer system and combined it with CNN and a GRU as our training model.

2.2.3 Sleep Stage Classification

This stage aims to perform the sleep stage classification task using a softmax classifier’s obtained deep feature set. The softmax function (also known as multinomial logistic regression) [36] takes the input as a vector of K and normalizes it into a probability distribution, as
shown in equation Eq. (8).

\[
\sigma(z)_i = \frac{e^{z_i}}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} e^{z_j}} \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, K \text{ and } z = (z_1, \ldots, z_K)R^K
\]  

Where \(z\) is the input vector, \(e^{Z_i}\) means standard exponential function for input vector, \(K\) represents the number of classes and \(e^{Z_j}\) is the standard exponential function for output vector. Finally, the softmax function is used to classify the sleep stages based on the probability given by the full-connected layer. Each classified output unit matches one sleep stage in the softmax layer. In this study, we implemented the methodology on TensorFlow [37], a deep learning open resource from Google. The experiments were carried out in a PyCharm (2020) environment in a computer with an Intel Core i9-10900k, 64 GB memory, and an Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.

2.2.4 Performance Evaluation

In this study, the datasets are randomly divided into a training set, a validation set, and a test set with 50%, 20%, and 30% proportion. The performance is evaluated by using confusion matrix, accuracy, Cohen’s kappa, recall (RE), precision (PR), and F1-score (F1):

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FN + FP + TN} \%
\]  

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \%
\]  

\[
\kappa = \frac{p_0 - p_e}{1 - p_e}
\]  

\[
\text{Recall}(RE) = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \%
\]  

\[
F1\text{-score} = (2 \times RE \times \text{precision})/(RE + \text{precision})
\]  

TP, TN, FP, and FN represent true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives.

This study also used the Test Cost Index (TCI) to evaluate the model’s suitability for datasets as it is an essential evaluation parameter for CNNs. The mathematical formula for the calculation of TCI is provided below:

\[
\text{Test cost index} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - h_{\theta}(x_i))^2
\]  

where, \(y_i\) is true label of data, \(h_{\theta}(x_i) = \theta_0 + \theta_1 x_i\) \((x_i \in N)\) represents a feature vector, \(h_{\theta}(x_i)\) is predicted label.

The lower TCI indicates better performance of the method. The TCI can map a value of one or more variables onto an actual number. In our experiments, the TCI is used for parameter evaluation. The value in results is the function of the difference between tested and actual values for an instance of data. Otherwise, signal processing studies usually evaluate the results by RE
and specificity. We consider precision instead of specificity, as it has a better informative measure in a multiclass setting.

3 Results

Tab. 2 presents the experimental results for SHHS1-50, SHHS-70, SHHS1-90, SHHS1-700, and UCDDDB datasets in terms of accuracy (ACC), F1-score, Cohen's kappa ($\kappa$), and Test cost index (TCI). As mentioned in Section 2.1, we created four data sets from the SHHS1 database considering 50, 70, 90, and 700 PSG recordings to compare the performances of the proposed model. The experimental results evaluate the performances of these four different datasets. The same parameters and architecture were used to test the five datasets. We classified the results into two groups: the UCDDDB training and test sets and the SHHS1 training and test sets. The UCDDDB database is randomly separated into a training set and a test set when the model is in operation. The SHHS1 test sets include four groups that are randomly chosen from the SHHS1 database. All training and test subjects are pre-processed before inputting into the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Test Epochs</th>
<th>Overall Metrics</th>
<th>F1-Score (F1) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACC (%)</td>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>TCI W S1 S2 S3 REM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCDDDB</td>
<td>5800</td>
<td>68.28</td>
<td>0.58 0.92 70.6 64.1 32.3 73.9 85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS1-50</td>
<td>15900</td>
<td>75.84</td>
<td>0.66 1.42 83.1 19.6 78.6 70.1 71.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS1-70</td>
<td>22000</td>
<td>75.86</td>
<td>0.66 1.25 83.4 16.4 77.3 72.6 73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS1-90</td>
<td>28600</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>0.67 1.04 85.6 20.7 79.9 73 67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHHS1-700</td>
<td>197200</td>
<td>83.15</td>
<td>0.76 0.52 89.7 31.1 85 78.1 80.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from Tab. 2 that the proposed method yields the best classification results across ACC, F1-score, $\kappa$ and TCI evaluation measurements for the SHHS1-700 dataset. The highest average accuracy achieved is 83.15% for the SHHS1-700 dataset while the value is 75.84%, 75.86%, 76.90% for SHHS1-50, SHHS1-70, and SHHS1-90, respectively. The proposed method produced the lowest accuracy value of 68.28% for UCDDDB. According to the $\kappa$ coefficient, the agreement of SHHS1 data sets between the sleep experts and our proposed method was substantial as the $\kappa$ coefficient was between 0.61 and 0.80. It reveals that more data produce better performance by the proposed method. The TCI results in Tab. 2 show that the proposed method produces the lowest TCI for the SHHS1-700 dataset, which indicates that SHHS1-700 is a more suitable dataset than other datasets: SHHS1-50, SHHS1-70, and SHHS1-90. We can see from Tab. 2 that the SHHS1-50 test dataset does not have good convergence due to less data size, which might cause underfitting as fewer data are trained during the training period. This result demonstrates that if the number of datasets increases, the TCI decreases, indicating that more datasets will have a better performance by using this model. Compared with the test results of SHHS1-50, SHHS1-70, SHHS1-90, SHHS1-700, and UCDDDB, the TCI of UCDDDB is less than SHHS1-50, SHHS1-70, and SHHS1-90, indicating that the sleep stages have better distribution in the UCDDDB database. The UCDDDB database has the least number of epochs in these four groups; however, its accuracy only averages 68.28%. If we were able to fine-tune the parameters of this model for the UCDDDB database, the result might be more accurate.
During this study, we tried to change the structure of CNN to improve the performance of the method for SHHS1-700 datasets as the input data. Firstly, we decreased the learning rate value to 0.000025 in the original model, as shown in Fig. 3. The results after these changes have been inferior to SHHS1-700 in Tab. 2. The average accuracy value decreased to 81.6%, and the test cost index increased to 0.9, indicating that while the learning rate decreased, average accuracy showed no improvement. Moreover, the model became less suitable for the datasets. On the other hand, when we increased the value of the learning rate to 0.00003, the average accuracy value decreased to 77.96%, and the test cost index increased to 0.79. Both the average accuracy value and the TCI decreased. Furthermore, we experimented with 7–8 layers with strides 2–4 and filter size 3, 5, and 7. We also tested 128, 256, and 512 of the GRU layer and FC layer. In most situations, when we changed the hyperparameters, the average accuracy of the test was inferior to SHHS1-700 in Tab. 2. Finally, the original hyperparameter of the model in Fig. 3 had the best performance.

In order to further investigate, we also tested the performance of the proposed method in terms of precision and recall on the SHHS1-50, SHHS1-70, SHHS1-90, SHHS1-700, and UCDDB data sets, separately as shown in Fig. 4.

![Figure 4: Average performances of the proposed method for different datasets](image)

It is apparent from Figs. 4 and 5 that the proposed method performs better in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score value on the SHHS1-700 dataset compared to other datasets. We separated the dataset into the training part, validation part, and testing part. After the model was trained, the data was tested one subject at a time. The performances in Fig. 4 represents the average values of the performance for each of the test datasets. This figure compares average performances for five data sets, including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. In Fig. 5, we made the box plot which used the accuracy value considering all different subjects of test data. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of accuracy values of all test subjects in the five datasets.

In order to further evaluate, we computed the execution time of the proposed method calculated based on training and testing. Figs. 6 and 7 show the execution time, and accuracy for SHHS1-50, SHHS1-70, SHHS1-90, SHHS1-160, SHHS1-300, SHHS1-500, SHHS1-700, SHHS1-1000 and SHHS1-1500, respectively. Using this calculation, execution time includes training time and inference time. To compute the performance of the nine datasets, the same computer and settings were used. Every dataset was tried three times, and the average execution time and accuracy were calculated. The execution time of the proposed method was recorded for each
dataset in Figs. 6 and 7 shows that when the number of subjects is around 700 for training and testing, the model's performance can achieve better accuracy than other numbers of datasets. The number of subjects represent the training set size and testing set size. When the subjects number more than 700, the accuracy decreases. The precision, recall, and F1 have the same trend as shown in Fig. 7. In addition, the execution time of the SHHS1-700 is less than the average execution time of all the subjects. The 700 subjects as input achieve the best result in the SHHS1 dataset.

Figure 5: The distribution of accuracy for all subjects in the five test datasets

Figure 6: Execution time for the proposed method based on number of subject

Figure 7: The accuracy based on the number of subjects
As we obtained the best performances for the proposed method on the SHHS1-700 dataset, we intend to provide more information on this dataset. To explore more information on the performance of this model, we provide overall accuracy based on each of the sleep stages for SHHS1-700. If we randomly divided SHHS1-700 (700 subjects) into 6-folds, and the distribution of accuracy of folds is presented by the boxplot in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8 we can find that the wake, stage 2, stage 3, and REM have a good performance in their classification results. Only stage 1 classification results from 14 to 23 are worse than other sleep stages. It is clear from these results that stage 1 has fewer epochs than sleep stages which leads to the model having a bad classification performance on stage 1, and this impacts the accuracy of all sleep stages.

We performed additional experiments to verify the stability of the model classification with the SHHS1-700 dataset. Fig. 9 shows the confusion matrices of the SHHS1-700 on the test set. The result shows that the SHHS1-700 dataset has an unbalanced sleep stages distribution. Most of the sleep stages are distributed in the Wake, S2, S3, and REM stages. From Tab. 2, it can be seen that the F1 score of all sleep stages, except the S1, was appropriate. This happened because of an increase in the misclassifications between the S1-Wake, S1-S2, and S1-REM. This may be due to the imbalance of the S1 sleep stage, model oversampling of the Wake and S2 in the training set. Therefore, the model predicted more of Wake and S2.

4 Discussion

4.1 Main Findings

In this study, a hybrid deep learning method have been developed for automatic sleep stage classification. These experimental results show that it had a good performance on sleep stage classifications using a multi-channel signal. The proposed method is established by combining a CNN and GRU evaluated on huge multi-channel signal subjects. In addition, the performance of the method is compared with state-of-the-art methods in this research area. In this study, the model was trained end-to-end via back propagation without any requirement for feature selection work. This is one of the advantages of our method over other transitional methods [9–14] because...
the convolutional layers and gated recurrent units can automatically learn the features of each sleep stage. Another advantage is that our method is designed with a simple architecture that can produce better learning efficiency than the existing methods. The seven-layers model takes less than two hours to train and test 700 subjects, indicating the higher calculation efficiency of the method. Our method has higher calculation efficiency than those of Stochholm et al. [38] and Supratak et al. [34], and the performance is as effective as [38] on significant subjects except for S1. It is noted from Fig. 9 that they mostly correspond to the unbalance sleep stage distribution in the SHHS1 database. The model overlearned the Wake and S2 stage, which leads to higher misclassification on the pairs of S1-Wake and S1–S2.

![Figure 9: Confusion matrix of the SHHS1-700](image)

According to Tab. 1 and Fig. 9, it can be seen that the datasets that we used in this study have a very imbalanced class distribution on S1. In order to solve this issue, we repeated the learning process and added an extra S1 to balance the quantity of sleep stage. The performance of the S1 metrics showed a minor improvement on the overall performance. Further research is necessary to resolve the class imbalance issue.

4.2 Comparison to Other Methods

Tab. 3 shows a comparative report for our method with some existing research studies on the sleep stage classification. Our method achieved classification results with an accuracy of 83.15% and Cohen’s kappa of 0.76. As seen from Tab. 3, Sors et al. [21] achieved better performance with an accuracy of 87 and Cohen’s kappa of 0.81 compared to our method. In their experiment, authors used a deep CNN method to classify colossal data sets with 5728 subjects. The main reason is that using more data as input could produce a better performance than the small size dataset. However, Sors et al. [21] trained the full model to spend approximately two days, compare to which we used two and a half hours to complete the training. The proposed model used a light framework and fewer layers on our model than [21]. Phan et al. [19] proposed a transfer learning method by applying SeqSleepNet to sleep stages from the Montreal Archive of Sleep Studies (MASS) database on single-channel EEG signals. The method produced a good performance of
the EEG-EEG transfer learning with an accuracy of 82.2%. Zhu et al. designed a novel method based on the graph domain [10]. They mapped EEG signals into nine extracted features and classified them by an SVM into two to six states. They reported good performance with an accuracy of 87.5% and a kappa coefficient of 81%. Supratak et al. [34] used a bi-directional long short-term memory (LSTM) network after a convolutional neural network and used several different single-channel EEGs as a comparison. Their results reported an overall accuracy of 82% and 79.8%.

Table 3: Comparison between our method and other sleep stage classification methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM. et al. [23]</td>
<td>CNN+RNN</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phan et al. [19]</td>
<td>Multitask 1-max CNN</td>
<td>C4-A1, EOG</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sors et al. [21]</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>C4-A1</td>
<td>5728</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu et al. [10]</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Pz-Oz</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supratak et al. [34]</td>
<td>CNN+LSTM</td>
<td>Fpz-Cz</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supratak et al. [34]</td>
<td>CNN+LSTM</td>
<td>Pz-Oz</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>CNN+GRU</td>
<td>C4-A1, EOGL, EGOR, EMG</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>83.15</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We added a GRU in our model instead of one fully connected layer and used 700 data sets as input data, suggesting that GRU and more data may improve the performance. SM. et al. [23] developed a similar model as this proposed method with an accuracy of 89.3% and f1 89%. Authors classified stage 1 and stage 2, stage 3 and stage 4 as light sleep and deep sleep, respectively. SM. et al. [23] used five branches on the feature extraction part and built 11 layers. A more complicated framework and layers can provide better performance on feature learning and classification but will likely incur more time on training.

Our method could be compared with the methods based on CNN or CNN could be combined with the deep learning method. The SHHS1 database has fewer state-of-the-art methods, so a smaller number of articles have been used on sleep stages classification. In addition, our method has only an average performance on the UCDDB database. The results prove that our model has generalized ability on two different databases but has better performance on the SHHS1 database.

The comparison methods in Tab. 3 used similar deep learning methods, the same database for sleep stages classification, or the classic sleep stages classification method. Compared with similar deep learning methods, we aim to find out the different model performances and advantages. Compared with the method used in the same database for sleep stages classification, we aim to find out our model advantage over others. Compared with the classic sleep stages classification method, we aim to determine the distance to the classic method. In Tab. 3, it provides the model performance on the different methods using different dataset. The comparison includes combined deep learning model (i.e., [23], [34], and the proposed model), normal deep learning model (i.e., [19], [21]), and a machine learning method (i.e., [10]). From Tab. 3, we can see, the proposed method can have better accuracy and kappa than another combined deep learning model [34]. In a similar situation, the more subjects used in model training can have a positive influence. SM. et al. [23] got the highest accuracy of all methods; they used the data collected by themselves, cannot see the characters of the database. Sors et al. [21] reported the accuracy of 87% better than [19], [21], [34] and the proposed method. Also, the computational time is much more than our method. We and [21] choose the SHHS dataset as evaluation. The SHHS database
is suited for the deep learning model training work from the results and the number of subjects. Zhu et al. [10] reported a better accuracy than us, compare to the good performance machine learning method, our proposed method still has potential issues to improve places.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This study proposed a hybrid deep learning based method to combine CNN and a GRU for automatic sleep stage scoring using multi-channel biological signals (e.g., EEG, EOG, EMG). In the proposed method, we used the CNN model for discovering significant features from the signals and the GRU model for learning features from different sleep stages in each epoch for efficient classification of the sleep stages. The models themselves automatically learn appropriate features. We mainly focused on developing a five-stage classification model to classify Wake stage, stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, and REM using multi-biological signal data. The proposed model was tested and evaluated on two publicly available databases: UCDB and SHHS. The results of both datasets demonstrate that our proposed model can process time sequence data to effectively extract the hidden features and learn the efficient features of the datasets for classifying the sleep stages without changing the model’s architecture. The results also show that our method can achieve better performance with less execution time than the existing methods.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows: (1) Introducing a hybrid deep learning scheme combining CNN and GRU for mining deeper features from multi biological signals to automatically identify the different sleep stages; (2) Investigating the performance of the proposed model for different number of subject groups; (3) Improving classification performances compared to the existing methods; (4) Learning features automatically for sleep stage classification from multiple bio-signals without changing the model architecture and the training algorithm.

The proposed model can be improved by adding more relevant factors that may affect the load change. In addition, we have a plan to develop a new statistic feature based classification for the multi-channel sleep stage. The statistic feature based classification method will extract significant features from raw data representing characteristics of the signals that may explore more efficient data features for the classification of sleep stage.
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